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Abstract
This paper addresses automatic classification of baboon vocalizations. We consid-
ered six classes of sounds emitted by Papio papio baboons, and report the results
of supervised classification carried out with different signal representations (audio
features), classifiers, combinations and settings. Results show that up to 94.1% of
correct recognition of pre-segmented elementary segments of vocalizations can be
obtained using Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients representation and Support
Vector Machines classifiers. Results for other configurations are also presented
and discussed, and a possible extension to the “Sound-spotting” problem, i.e. on-
line joint detection and classification of a vocalization from a continuous audio
stream is illustrated and discussed.
1 Introduction
Nonhuman primates produce a relatively limited variety of species-specific vocalizations in response
to particular social events [1]. Until recently, classifying these vocalizations has been performed by
ear and by time-consuming manual analysis [2]. Several researchers conducted various analyses,
making comparison between studies, as well as between species, difficult [3]. The automatic classi-
fication of vocalizations can assist the field of primate communication in a multitude of ways: firstly,
it can be used to assist and complement the classification made by experts. For example, it can be
used to assess the relevance of different sets of acoustic features for the characterization of the differ-
ent sound categories. Secondly, automatic classification of sounds in such a context can be exploited
by audio/video recording systems dedicated to ethological studies or environment preservation. For
example, the detection of relevant sounds emitted by the animals under study may indicate a scene
of interest and trigger the video recording, thereby avoiding useless data storage and power con-
sumption. Understanding the differences between the broad vocal classifications (i.e., comparison
of a grunt to a scream) will better improve the fine-tuning of these analyses required for graded
vocal calls and the differences in vocal production by different individuals for the same sound. In
this work, we consider different supervised analyses for the classification of baboon vocalizations,
which, to our knowledge, is the first study of its kind.
∗M. Janvier is funded by the “Direction Ge´ne´rale de l’Armement” (DGA) included in the French Ministry
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In this paper we consider six categories of baboon vocalizations. We report the results obtained with
the use of different audio signal representations and supervised classification methods to character-
ize and recognize these vocalizations. To this end, we tested different spectral features computed
based on the usual short-term sliding window approach, e.g., Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
(MFCC). We propose to introduce a sparse subset of coefficients characterizing the harmonicity of
the vocalizations, since, as opposed to (human) speech, the range of the fundamental frequency is
quite different across the baboon sound categories. As for the classifiers, we used hidden Markov
models (HMMs) [4] to model the dynamic evolution of the spectral patterns within each sound cat-
egory. We also tested k-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) classifiers, Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM)
and Support Vector Machines (SVM) [5], [6] with different configurations and appropriate pre-
processing of the data (especially for time alignment of feature vector sequences). Note that most
of the presented experiments concern isolated sounds that were manually pre-segmented, but we
also discuss and illustrate the feasibility of the extension of our system(s) to the “soundspotting”
problem, i.e. online joint automatic detection (i.e. segmentation) and classification of vocalizations
from a continuous audio stream.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the data that were used for this study; Sec-
tions 3 and 4 present respectively the different features and classifiers that were used; Experimental
results are presented in Section 5 and conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
2 Data
We recorded the vocal behavior of Papio papio Guinea baboons housed at the Rousset-sur-Arc
CNRS primate center, France. The vocalizations of sixteen baboons (13 females, 3 males; aged
between 2 and 27 years at the start of recording) were considered for this study. Fourteen of the
baboons were housed as part of a larger group in a 25 × 30 m outdoor enclosure connected by wire
tunnels to indoor housing (6 × 4 m) used at night. The other baboons were housed separately in
a 4.7 × 6.4m outdoor enclosures connected to indoor housing (2 × 4m). All groups had visual
and auditory contact with each other. The monkeys could be identified by their individual physical
characteristics and by number tags on a chain around their neck. Once daily feeding (fruits, veg-
etables and monkey chows) occurred at 5PM; water was provided ad libitum. See [7] for a more
detailed description of the research facilities at the Rousset-sur-Arc CNRS primate center. We used
opportunistic sampling techniques to record spontaneous vocalizations produced in response to so-
cial events and to stimuli occurring naturally within the baboons’ environment. The presence of
the recorders and their equipment did not disturb the baboons from their natural daily activities.
Recording took place between 8:00 and 21:00 (except 17:00-18:00 due to the baboons being fed at
this time) between September 2012 and June 2013. Recording was conducted at a distance from
the baboons of < 2m to 20m, with the greater distances suitable only for the long-distance vocal-
izations. A digital Zoom Handy Recorder H4n (Zoom, Japan: 44.1kHz sampling frequency, 16-bit
resolution, mono) with a Me66 Sennheiser directional microphone (Sennheiser Electronic KG, Ger-
many; with windscreen) was used to record the vocalizations. This is a super cardioid microphone
with a high sensitivity (50 mV/Pa ± 2.5dB) and a wide (40Hz–20000Hz) and flat (± 2.5dB) fre-
quency response. As the vocalizations were recorded outdoors, environmental sounds at different
noise levels may have interfered with the sounds at the focus of the recordings.
From continuous audio streams, individual “homogeneous” sequences of vocalizations (i.e. a series
of sounds of the same class) were first manually extracted by an expert for analysis. Those sequences
were further manually segmented into elementary sounds that were labelled to be submitted to our
classifiers. Six vocalization types were considered in the present study: barks, grunts, copulation
grunts (denoted “Cops” throughout the rest of the paper for concision), screams, wahoos, and yaks.
In total, the number of sounds per classification was: 110 barks, 130 copulation grunts, 384 grunts,
119 screams, 64 wahoos, and 336 yaks. Original sequences were used to illustrate the feasibility of
the “Sound-spotting” task (see Sections 4.4 and 5.4).
3 Features
This Section presents the audio features used in this study. Although we consider here vocalization
elements, i.e. elementary sounds that can be part of a series of longer vocalizations, and that have
been previously segmented, those elementary sounds can be of variable length. Moreover, they can
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be more or less stationary (and in general, they are rather non stationary). Therefore, from these
elementary sounds, we first extracted time sequences of feature vectors computed using a short-
term sliding window (for instance, a 30ms-Hamming window with 50% overlap). This approach
is familiar in speech processing, as well as in audio processing in general (e.g. for the analysis of
domestic or environmental sounds), and we inspire from those fields. Also, the features that we use
have been largely presented in the related literature [8, 9], and, thus, we present them only briefly.
Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients: MFCCs [10] are cepstral coefficients that represent the
envelope of the short-term spectrum on a perceptive mel-frequency scale. Those coefficients are
computed as the discrete cosine transform (DCT) of the logarithm of FFT power coefficients passed
through a mel-filter bank (e.g. 40 log-spaced bands in the range 300Hz-10kHz; the bandwidth and
number of bands can vary; see Section 5). The first coefficient was omitted since it represents the
absolute energy of the signal frame and not the spectral shape, and the 1st and 2nd derivatives are
added optionnally (depending on experiment).
Average Spectral Features: We tested a series of features that represent average properties of the
Short-Term Fourier Transform (STFT) spectrum. The Spectral Roll-off is the cut-off frequency
below which 99% the spectral energy is contained. The Spectral Moments characterize the overall
shape of the spectrum using n-order moments of frequency bin weighted by spectral magnitude. We
tested the 4 first moments. The Spectral Slope / Decrease represents the global amount of decreasing
of the spectral amplitude. The Spectral Flatness of the magnitude spectrum is given by the ratio
between its arithmetic and geometric mean. Finally, the Spectral Flux / Correlation measure the
average variation between two consecutive spectra.
F0 and Harmonicity Index: The above-mentioned MFCCs (resp. the ASF) are coefficients that
characterize the spectral envelope (resp. the global shape of the spectrum) on a perceptive (resp.
linear) frequency scale. MFCCs are widely used in Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) systems
[10] since the spectral envelope characterizes the different speech sounds through the effect of the
speaker’s vocal tract, while cutting loose of speech sound dependence on fundamental frequency
F0. This is a desirable property for ASR, in order to limit speech variablity across speakers and
utterances. In contrast, in the present context of baboon vocalizations, we think that the F0 range can
be a discriminative feature since it varies much between some of the considered classes. Therefore,
we propose to test the F0 value (also extracted on a short-term basis) as an audio feature. We also
tested the harmonicity index, which is the ratio between the second maximum of the signal (short-
term) autocorrelation function (which is also used to detect F0) and the maximum which is obtained
at lag zero. The harmonicity index provides some simple confidence measure of the F0 value.
Feature post-processing: The successive feature vectors of a sound can be further processed to
produce different final features, which will feed the classifiers. In particular, the feature vector
sequences are generally of different lengths, whereas some of the tested classifiers (KNN, GMMs
and SVMs; see Section 4) are designed to process fixed-size vectors (or fixed-size sequences of
vectors reorganized as vectors). Therefore, it is necessary adress the problem of time normalization.
In the present study, we consider two simple forms of time normalization. The first one consists of
averaging the vectors in the time dimension over the entire acoustic event. Therefore, the feature
vector sequence is replaced with a single mean feature vector (the standard deviation can also be
used). The second form regards the interpolation of the feature vector sequence to the class’ average
duration, using basic (e.g. spline) interpolation/resampling techniques. Note that the GMM-T and
HMMs classifiers are fed directly with the original feature vector sequence and do not need time
normalization (HMMs are specifically designed to model dynamic sound representations). Note
finally that the final representation may consist of the (row-wise) concatenation of different features.
This is a particular case of information fusion for classification (see Section 4.3).
Implementation The MFCC and ASF features have been computed with the Python/C++ toolbox
YAAFE [9]. The F0 and harmonicity index analysis function was conducted using our own Matlab
implementation.
4 Classifiers
4.1 Definition
A multiclass classifier consists of a mapping g : X × C → R, whereby X is the feature space,
C = {1, . . . , C} is the set of labels and C is the number of classes. The dimension of X may be
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fixed or varying with the sound, depending on the feature used. Given a feature vector (or sequence
of feature vectors) x ∈ X , g(x; c) is the score of classifying x as c. A new unlabeled observation
x ∈ X is classified as: c∗(x) = argmaxc∈C g(x; c). X will denote the training set, i.e. a set of
feature vectors X = {xn}Nn=1 whose class is known, used to train the classifiers.
4.2 Four Classifiers
In this section, we present the four types of classifiers that were used in the present study. As some
features are commonly used in speech and audio processing and the Signal Processing / Machine
Learning communities, we present them very briefly, with links to the related literature.
k-nearest neighbors (KNN): The KNN classifier first find the subset Sk(x) ⊂ X containing the k
closest points to a given vector x. gkNN(x, c) is then the number of feature vectors among Sk(x)
that belong to the class c.
Support Vector Machines (SVMs): SVMs are a discriminative binary classification method (see
[5] for a detailed description), which has already been used in sound recognition, e.g. [6,11]. SVMs
provide a discriminative function h(x), learnt form a set of positive examples and a set of negative
examples. The points satisfying h(x) = 0 form a hyperplane in the space induced by a chosen
kernel function k(·, ·). h(x) > 0 means that x should be classified as positive and h(x) < 0 as
negative. The multi-class task uses one-versus-rest strategy. Also, we tested four different kernels
(linear, radial basis, polynomial and sigmoid).
Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM): A GMM is a probabilistic generative model widely used
in classification tasks [5]. Here, we use one GMM per sound class, which is a weighted sum
of M Gaussian components. The parameter set λc is composed of M weights, mean vectors
and covariance matrices. We thus train C sets of parameters using the well-known Expectation-
Maximization (EM) algorithm. The mapping g corresponds to the likelihood of the observed data
given the model parameters. GMMs can be applied directly on the mean feature vector (in such case,
we simply denote this configuration with GMMs). Alternately, for a sequence of feature vectors
x = [x1, . . . ,xT ], which are assumed to be independent, we calculate: gGMM(x; c) = p(x|λc) =∏T
t=1 p(x
t|λc). We denote this configuration by GMMs-T.
Hidden Markov Models (HMM): HMMs also belong to the family of generative models [5, 10].
In an HMM, the observations depend on a hidden discrete random variable called state, taking S
values. The state sequence is assumed to be a first-order “left-to-right” Markovian process and the
emission probability is a GMM. Thus, the model consists of the parameters of the GMMs and the
parameters modeling the Markovian dynamics. All are learnt using the EM algorithm. The function
g is also the likelihood of the observations given the model: gHMM(x; c) = p(x|ξc).
Implementations: We used the standard Matlab KNN and GMMs algorithms. The HMMs are from
the PMTK3 library [12]. The SVMs are implemented using libSVM [13].
4.3 Information Fusion
In Section 3, we have seen that several kinds of features can be extracted from the baboon vo-
calizationsl to describe their spectro-temporal characteristics in order to be used in a supervised
classification scheme. This naturally raises the question of combining those features into a multi-
modal/multichannel classifier that would optimally exploit all information in an efficient manner, a
problem sometimes referred to as sensor fusion. This makes particular sense in the present study,
since we postulated in Section 3 that, as opposed to ASR, the F0 information is expected to provide
significant information about sound class, it is therefore necessary to test if this information can be
used in a complementary way to the spectral envelope (for instance MFCCs) information.
The usual, and simplest approach, known as early integration, consists in the (row-wise) concate-
nation of the different features (or feature vectors) into a single vector (in which dimension is equal
to the sum of the dimensions of the original feature vectors), possibly integrating some cross-modal
normalization processes. This new representation can then be used directly with the different classi-
fiers presented above. In contrast, late integration performs the fusion of the features at the decision
level of separate classifiers [14]. Thus, a different classifier (of same or different type) can be used
on each feature vector and then the outputs (crisp decision, confidence score, log-likelihood val-
ues etc.) of these classifiers are merged using a higher level process. Finally, we can consider an
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intermediary common space for fusion which is neither the input space nor the output space, lead-
ing to a type of mid-level integration. In particular, in the field of kernel-based classifiers (such as
SVMs), a new state-of-the-art fusion strategy has emerged called Multiple Kernel Learning [15]. In
this approach, the fusion is made “inside” the classifier: the kernel of the classifier is computed as
a combination of multiple kernels, for instance, one kernel for each feature. One advantage is the
ability to choose one type of kernel and its parameters according to the features. In Section 5.3, we
will test this strategy for the integration of MFCCs and F0 features in the present task of baboon
vocalization classification.
4.4 The “Sound-spotting” Task
The above techniques are all applied on elementary sounds manually extracted from vocalization
sequences. In practice, it is desirable to have a system that is able to automatically perform both
detection (i.e. segmentation of a series of vocalizations into elementary sounds) and classification
of the detected elementary sounds from the continuous audio stream. This task can be referred
to as “Sound-spotting”, in reference to the “Word-spotting” task in ASR which is the detection
of keywords in continuous speech signals. A naive but efficient strategy consists of applying any
of the previous classifiers (that have been tuned on a training corpus of elementary sounds) on a
sliding window and decide of the detection if some criterion (e.g. a likelihood function), provided
by the classifier, exceeds a given threshold. Temporal integration is necessary to make this joint
detection/classification robust, and this can be done at the criterion level (e.g. by averaging frame-
wise likelihoods) or at the feature level (e.g. by varying the sliding window length)1. In the present
paper, we did not conduct a deeper investigation of the “Sound-spotting” problem, but in Section 5.3,
we present some elements which illustrate the feasibility of this task using the proposed classifiers.
5 Experiments
5.1 Setup
Given the database described in Section 2, different combinations of features, post-processing and
classifiers have been tested. We performed 5-cross validation tests, and used the accuracy score as a
metric of the performance in order to be able to statistically compare the different configurations. For
each experiment reported in the next section, only the best configuration of parameters (using grid
search and cross validation) has been retained due to the large number of parameters involved. For
the features, MFCCs reached its best results using 20 coefficients (with the first one omited), with
the derivates at the first and second order on a 10Hz-10000Hz bandwidth. As for the classifiers,
SVMs have shown the best results using linear kernels and radial basis kernels with a regulation
parameter equal to 0.1 and the one-versus-rest strategy. HMM have been tested with 3 to 8 states
and 5 to 10 components per state. Best results with GMM-based methods needed between 5 and 10
components in the mixture.
5.2 Results with Individual Feature Sets
We first present the results obtained separately with the different feature sets, i.e. either MFCCs
or ASF or F0+harmonicity index. The accuracy scores are given in Table 1 for a selected set of
configurations, and confusion matrices are given in Table 2 and Table 3 for a subset of those config-
urations.
The best performance are obtained with SVMs (with a radial basis kernel) applied on averaged
MFCC coefficients, with an accuracy score of 94.1%. This is a very good result, even for the
limited number of classes of the present problem, since there is no a priori reason to think that a
vast majority of the elementary sounds of the six classes are clearly prone to discrimination: This is
actually a major outcome of the present study. The confusion matrix for this configuration (Table 2b
is well balanced, with no major class confusion. Best results per class are obtained for Barks (97.3%
accuracy) and worst result per class are obtained for Cops with 83.8% accuracy, and 13.8% of
confusion with Grunts. It is important to note that SVMs are here applied on an averaged MFCC
1This is reminiscent of the “early” vs “late” integration problem discussed in Section 4.3, but considering
here temporal fusion and not feature fusion.
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vector (to represent the whole sound). Hence, the time structure of the spectral vector sequence
does not seem to be very important, leastways not as important as in speech (even if we compare
with a short word recognition task). This is confirmed by the score of the SVMs applied on time-
interpolated MFCC vectors, which is a bit lower than with averaged MFCC vectors at 90.5%. And
this is more severely confirmed by the scores obtained with the HMMs applied on the original
MFCC vector sequences (see Table 2a): the accuracy score is here only 80.8%, which is quite
deceiving. The confusion matrix exhibits notable confusions from Cops to Barks and to Grunts,
and from Grunts to Cops (but not from Barks to Cops), and also from Yaks to Screams, which is
surprising. This not only suggests that there is relatively poor additional information in the vector
sequence compared to the vector mean for the task at hand, but it also suggests that the HMMs
are not an appropriate tool for the modeling of such type of sounds. The latter makes sense since
it is not clear so far if there exists a phonological structure in the baboon vocalizations that could
be efficiently exploited by the state-space modeling of HMMs2. Finally, GMMs (92.7% accuracy;
Table 2d) and KNN (92.4% accuracy; Table 2c), both applied on averaged vectors, are a bit below
SVMs, confirming that most of the discriminative information is contained in the average vector,
and that good recognition scores can be obtained with relatively basic classifiers. KNN applied
on interpolated MFCC vectors are at 93.1% accuracy3, and we did not test GMMs on interpolated
MFCCs to avoid the “curse of dimensionality” problem which is typical for this model.
The scores obtained with ASF features are very deceiving. Many different combinations of ASF
features were tested (with the different classifiers), and the best accuracy score is 73.2% obtained
with SVMs on average ASF vectors (hence we only report this configuration in Table 1). Moreover,
when using concatenation of MFCCs and ASF features (i.e. basic “early” fusion at the feature level,
see Section 4.3), the scores do not improve significantly compared to using only the MFCCs, they
even decrease in some configurations (that is the case for SVMs, see Table 1). Therefore, the ASF
do not complement the MFCC information, which was predictable (they provide information on the
global shape of the spectrum with generally less resolution than MFCCs, provided that the cepstral
model order is sufficiently large). Therefore, we did not further consider those ASF features.
Generally, the results obtained with F0 alone or F0 concatenated with the harmonicity index are
remarkable, given that it is quite rudimentary information. Here, the best results are obtained with
the SVMs applied on interpolated F0 vectors, which reach 71.0%. GMM-T comes a very close
second with 70.9% accuracy. Both exploit temporal information (from interpolated or original vector
sequence), but the accuracy score of the SVMs applied on the average F0 vector is also very close
at 69.6% accuracy. However, the confusion matrices for the two latter two configurations differ
significantly: the matrix for GMM-T (Table 3a) is more balanced, whereas the matrix for SVMs
(Table 3b) shows that the Grunts and Yaks have better results, while the Wahoos are totally confused
(mainly with Barks and Cops) which is surprising. This can be explained partly by the fact that
Wahoos have some prosody which is reduced by the averaging process. Note that the SVMs scores
are biased by the fact that the best classification is obtained for the two classes with the higher
cardinals (Grunts and Yaks), and only 3 classes out of 6 can actually be regarded as “correctly”
classified. In contrast, the more well-balanced GMM-T matrix exhibits 5 classes out of 6 being
fairly well classified. GMMs (68.1% accuracy; confusion matrix in Table 3d) and KNN (65.4%
accuracy; confusion matrix in Table 3c), both applied on average F0 features, are a bit below the
others classifiers using F0 as a feature, but not much. KNN applied on interpolated F0 vectors
are at 69.8% accuracy. Therefore, here also, the different classifiers for “fixed-size” features in
both average and interpolated configurations are quite close to each other. Altogether, those results
show that basic information about harmonicity (say F0 range + harmonicity confidence) is enough
to provide honorable classification of 6-class baboon vocalizations. Note that HMMS are, again,
deceiving, with only 45.3% of correct classification.
5.3 Results with Kernel-Based Fusion of MFCCs and F0
As announced in Section 4.3, we report the results obtained with the mid-level integration of MFCC
and F0 features, using fusion of SVMs kernels. As an example, Table 4 shows the results of a Multi-
2However, the GMMT score is also deceiving (78.5% accuracy) hence possibly pointing a problem with the
use of the original MFCC sequence, and so far we cannot clearly explain this result.
3Hence, KNN with interpolated MFCCs is a bit better than KNN with averaged MFCCs, whereas SVMs
with interpolated MFCCs is a bit lower than SVMs with averaged MFCCs. Altogether, the scores with KNN,
SVMs and GMMs applied on either averaged or interpolated MFCCs are quite close to each other.
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Features Classifier Representation Accuracy
MFCCs KNN Averaging 92.4%± 2.9%
MFCCs SVMs Averaging 94.1%± 1.2%
MFCCs GMMs Averaging 92.7%± 1.8%
MFCCs KNN Interpolation 93.1%± 3.0%
MFCCs SVMs Interpolation 90.5%± 2.9%
MFCCs GMMs-T Sequencing 78.5%± 4.8%
MFCCs HMMs Sequencing 80.8%± 3.9%
ASF SVMs Averaging 73.2%± 2.3%
MFCCs & ASF SVMs Averaging 92.4%± 2.7%
F0 KNN Averaging 65.4%± 6.9%
F0 SVMs Averaging 69.6%± 2.7%
F0 GMMs Averaging 68.1%± 7.4%
F0 KNN Interpolation 69.8%± 4.6%
F0 SVMs Interpolation 71.0%± 2.3%
F0 GMMs-T Sequencing 70.9%± 4.2%
F0 HMMs Sequencing 45.3%± 7.3%
Table 1: Accuracy score for different combinations of audio features, post-processing, and classi-
fiers. “Sequencing” refers to using the original sequence of vectors.
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barks 102 0 0 1 7 0
cops 13 89 12 7 7 2
grunts 3 42 312 12 11 4
screams 1 0 0 114 0 4
wahoos 9 0 0 0 55 0
yaks 7 9 8 48 12 252
(a) Hidden Markov Models (HMMs)
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barks 107 0 1 0 1 1
cops 0 109 18 1 0 2
grunts 1 6 369 0 1 7
screams 0 0 0 114 1 4
wahoos 6 0 0 0 58 0
yaks 0 5 11 1 0 319
(b) Support Vector Machines (SVMs)
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barks 106 0 0 0 2 2
cops 3 104 17 1 3 2
grunts 1 9 367 0 0 7
screams 0 0 0 109 0 10
wahoos 6 0 0 0 58 0
yaks 0 1 2 20 1 312
(c) k-Nearest Neighbors (KNN)
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barks 105 0 0 3 0 2
cops 0 115 8 1 0 6
grunts 0 19 350 2 0 13
screams 0 0 1 112 0 6
wahoos 5 0 0 1 57 1
yaks 1 2 9 3 0 321
(d) Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs)
Table 2: Confusion matrix for the baboon vocalization recognition systems using average Mel-
frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) as features for SVMs, GMMs and KNN, and using original
sequence of MFCCs for HMMs.
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barks 85 0 1 0 18 6
cops 17 29 44 1 36 3
grunts 9 26 326 0 17 6
screams 1 0 0 90 1 27
wahoos 14 7 0 0 43 0
yaks 37 7 7 32 16 237
(a) Gaussian Mixture Models on a sequence of vectors
(GMM-T)
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barks 83 12 1 0 0 14
cops 32 19 72 0 0 7
grunts 13 1 363 0 0 7
screams 2 0 0 67 0 50
wahoos 29 24 8 0 0 3
yaks 43 3 9 18 0 263
(b) Support Vector Machines (SVMs)
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barks 65 13 3 0 7 22
cops 30 30 53 0 10 7
grunts 9 36 328 0 3 8
screams 1 0 1 69 0 48
wahoos 28 9 4 0 14 9
yaks 34 11 12 30 7 242
(c) k-Nearest Neighbors (KNN)
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barks 74 0 1 0 29 6
cops 21 18 50 0 35 6
grunts 6 20 338 0 12 8
screams 2 0 0 94 1 22
wahoos 9 3 3 0 48 1
yaks 45 1 8 56 20 206
(d) Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs)
Table 3: Confusion matrix for the baboon vocalization recognition systems using average F0 (fun-
damental frequency) as feature for SVMs, GMMs and KNN, and using original sequence of F0 for
GMM-T.
ple Kernel Learning experiment, in which a linear kernel has been trained on MFCC features, while
another linear kernel has been trained on F0 features, and the combination of those kernels has been
computed and used in a third SVM. It can be seen that this configuration does not outperform the
SVMs which uses only MFCCs as features: the accuracy scores are 88.1%±2.9% for the former vs
91.2%± 3.3% for the latter4. None of the other tested configurations of kernels and hyper parame-
ters have shown a significant improvement. One conclusion of this experiment is that, although the
F0 (and harmonicity index) feature separately carries a significant information which is exploitable
for the automatic recognition of baboon vocalization, this feature was not shown in our experiments
to be complementary to the MFCC features for this task. On the contrary, the combination of F0
and MFCCs only lead so far to slightly decrease the scores obtained with MFCCs alone, which
is a bit deceiving. Of course, this is also because MFCC representation initially led to impressive
scores. Further investigation of the characterization of those features for the baboons vocalizations
is necessary to precisely describe the redundancy between them and confirm the seeming absence of
complementarity which has been observed in our experiments.
5.4 Feasibility of Sound-Spotting
In this subsection, we illustrate the feasibility of the Sound-spotting task described in Section 4.4
by applying the SVMs of Section 4.2 on an example of original (i.e. unsegmented) sequence. The
SVMs were fed with MFCC vectors on a frame-by-frame basis (i.e. average of one vector at a time,
corresponding to a 200ms-frame of signal, with 10ms-hop size). For each frame and class c, we
retrieved p(c|x) the posterior probability of the frame being part of a vocalization of class c given
the input MFCC vector x, which is the criterion used by the SVMs for classification [16]. Fig. 1
shows the results of this analysis. The top subfigure shows an excerpt of a vocalization waveform
with the corresponding class boundaries and labels which were manually annotated. The three other
subfigures plot the values of p(c|x) for the Barks, Grunts, Screams and Yaks, respectively (from
top to bottom; probabilities for Cops and Wahoos are not displayed for clarity). It is evident that
the probability contours quite well with the actual classes, i.e. globally, the probability values are
high when the corresponding class is emitted, and low when another class or background noise is
4This latter score is different (a bit lower) than the SVMs/MFCCs score of Table 1 because a radial basis
kernel was used in the SVMs of Section 5.2.
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barks cops grunts screams wahous yaks
barks 60 107 60 13 0 2 6 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 31 2 2
cops 26 1 7 13 92 82 81 31 36 0 1 1 0 0 1 10 5 3
grunts 11 1 2 3 7 4 363 369 371 0 0 1 0 1 0 7 6 6
screams 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 94 109 96 0 0 0 54 9 22
wahous 23 9 7 20 0 0 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 55 55 4 0 2
yaks 32 1 0 4 3 5 10 14 14 18 8 14 0 0 4 272 310 299
Table 4: Confusion matrix for one instance of Multiple-Kernel SVMs combining MFCC and F0
features. For each cell, the three numbers from the left to the right corresponds to the result of
classification for: (1) SVMs with a linear kernel on F0, (2) SVMs with a linear kernel on MFCCs,
(3) SVMs with a combination of the two precedent kernels.
emitted. For this example, a very simple detection strategy based on thresholding can be applied:
Class c is detected as p(c|x) > 0.5 (the probabilities for the different classes sum up to 1, hence
only one class at a time can be detected). Merging the successive frames associated with the same
class leads to the detected boundaries represented in the top subfigure of Fig. 4.4 with background
color corresponding to the probability contours. The detection is fairly good but not perfect: for
example, background noise is confused with Grunts at approx. 6s, and the boundaries between
Yaks and Screams are not easy to define (nor is it easy for the human listener in this example, and
manual labeling may actually be inacurate). Moreover, many sequences are not so clear. However,
more refined strategies for time integration of frame-wise information, such as the ones mentioned
in Section 4.4, are expected to fix these problems and be more robust in general. Part of our future
work is to explore such strategies and derive an efficient and robust Sound-spotting algorithm in the
present problem of baboon vocalization recognition.
Figure 1: Example of automatic joint segmentation and classification using the SVMs of Section 4.2
(see text for details).
6 Conclusion
In this paper we have adressed the problem of automatic classification of Guinea baboon vocal-
izations. Six classes of sounds have been considered, and experiments have shown that several
types of classifier (KNN, GMM, SVM) lead to correct classification scores higher than 90% for
pre-segmented elementary vocalizations. The higher scores were obtained with SVMs applied on
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average MFCC vectors (94.1% accuracy), and the principal remaining confusions were observed
to be between grunts and copulations grunts. It is not entirely surprising that the classifiers have
difficulty in distinguishing these two vocalizations; of all the sound classes, the call units of these
two are the most similar from both an auditory perception and acoustic structure standpoint. This
study has also shown that the fundamental frequency F0 (alone or coupled with harmonicity index)
has a significant discriminative power: several classifiers applied on these features provided approx-
imately 70% correct classification. Indeed, analysis of the baboon vocal repertoire shows that the
baboons strongly modulate their F0 between vocalizations, particularly between short- and long-
distance vocal categories (Kemp et al., in prep.). However, and quite deceivingly, this information
was not found to be complementary to the spectral envelope information in our study. Finally, al-
though we did not conduct a deep investigation of the Sound-spotting problem in the present study,
the observation of the good behavior of classifiers, designed on elementary sounds when applied
on continuous audio streams, shows that joint segmentation and recognition is expected to be fea-
sible with a well-grounded time integration process. This time integration can be processed at the
feature level, at the classifier output level, or at some “mid-level” within the classifier, echoing the
discussion of Section 4.3 on feature information fusion. Future work will concern this task, which
is essential to design a real-world system. We will also consider increasing the number of classes
and defining confidence measures to help the exploitation of the classification results in primatology
studies.
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